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“Miguel Sold Our House In Just 3 Days!”
I have made several attempts to try and sell my home. I met Miguel at the Salsa
in St Clair Festival and he looked very professional to me, I realized he was very
knowledgeable for the way he spoke to people and advised them and I thought to
myself, “He is going to Sell my House”. I spoke with him about my situation and
he came to my home and explained to my sons and daughter what we had to do
to sell my house.
We put it in the market and he SOLD THE HOUSE IN 3 DAYS! We couldn’t
believe it!
Thanks Miguel!
– Graciela Caceres and Family, Toronto, (416) 652-3751

“We Finally Got Our Dream House…”
We met Miguel at a party and when we knew that he was a Real Estate Agent we
started to ask him more and more questions about the real estate market. He was
very helpful, knowledgeable and professional. He guided us with the whole
process and we really enjoyed working with him. We could call him anytime with
all our concerns and he was amazingly patient with us. Miguel helped with
everything, his negotiations skills saved us $17,500 and now we have a new
beautiful house….. and it is ours.
Thanks Miguel for being there for us
- Ernest & Rosi, Markham, (647) 267-0529

“We Needed To Move Quickly – Miguel
Got It Done in Record Time!”
When we called Miguel to help us sell our house – we were in a hurry.
Nathaniel had a new opportunity, he wanted to start a new career and we had
to move in less than 60 days.
Miguel helped us “Stage” the house beautifully, and we had a buyer in few weeks!
It was a real pleasure to work with him. He was very patient, funny and
professional. We couldn’t be happier.
Thanks Miguel!
– The Munoz Family, Toronto, (647) 207-5061

“I Thought We Were Going To Be Stuck In
That Condo Forever!”
When I called Miguel, We were at our wits end. I had been trying unsuccessfully
to sell my condo at Martha Eaton Way, Toronto, with no results.
Miguel came over and gave us some honest feedback about how the condo
appeared to buyers. We had a lot of competition because there was like 10 more
apartments for sale in my building, some of them even bigger than ours.
We packed up most of the “stuff” – and Miguel sold our condo for a higher price
than the listing value of our neighbors. Amazing!
– Carlos and Ivis, Brampton, (647) 969-2162

“We Were Very Lucky in Finding Miguel.”
If there is a person who really enjoys his career as a Real Estate Agent, it is
Miguel Fernandez!!
We first met him through a mutual friend of ours who spoke highly of him. My wife
and I told him what we were looking for in our search for the perfect house. With
his patience, professionalism and being available to us at all times, we were able
to find “THE HOUSE OF OUR DREAMS”
Today we are happy in our new home and very thankful to our agent Miguel for all
of his hard work!
If you are looking for someone in the Real Estate Business to help you find your
Dream Home contact Miguel Fernandez, I am positive you will be as happy with
him as we were!!
- Eliecer Puerta and Family, Toronto, (647) 302-8470

“Miguel’s Day to Day is to Turn Dreams
into Homes”
I met Miguel at the end of 2010. As a good Real Estate Agent he asked:
- Do you have a house?
As a good Newcomer I answered:
- I have debts.
He said that in January he would start looking for my house. As I had nothing to
lose I said OK.
Today is March 14, 2011 and my family is waiting for the closing day to start living
in our little nice home. How he did it? Very easy; Miguel weighs 180 pounds, 175
of them are optimism and the remaining 5 are hat and coat.
Miguel’s day to day is to turn dreams into homes. My wife thinks that now
we have a new house and a new wonderful friend forever. About the friend, I
agree, but the house....the house for sure will be for only 5 years, after that Miguel
will be looking for a new one
- Jesus Sibello & Family, Toronto, (647) 718-6960

“He Was Very Professional, Honest,
Practical and Funny.”
My wife and I were looking for a potential property to purchase when we walked
into an open house hosted by none other than Miguel.
It was such a pleasure to speak to him as he was very professional, honest,
practical and funny. These qualities alone made us decide to make him our
representative and eventually purchase our dream home.
We were so happy with his exceptional service that we are referring all our friends
to him.
Thank you Miguel, Keep up the good work and we wish you only the best.
- Anthony and Lilian, Toronto, (647) 987-1188

“His Negotiation Skills Helped Us To
Save $22,000”
Miguel Fernandez was a very charismatic Real Estate agent. He was reliable and
aware of different cultural attitudes. His cell phone was never turned off. He even
answered our calls at 11 p.m.! Miguel was very patient with our decision making something most agents are not. His hard work and determination to find us a
condo within our time limit and financial limit was observed by both of us. His
negotiation skills helped us to buy a condo in High Park at $22,000 below the
asking price! This was unheard of especially during the summer-fall of 2012 when
housing prices were overpriced. Thank you Miguel for serving us impeccably and
for providing reliable, friendly and organized real estate service! I would
recommend Miguel's services to anyone looking for a home in Toronto.
- Elizabeth Erkaya and Le Luu, Etobicoke, (416) 436-9893

“We Will Refer Miguel to Anyone Who Needs
to Buy or Sell A Home.”
Miguel recently helped us with the purchase of our first home. We found Miguel to
be exceptionally thorough and professional. He was able to determine exactly
what we needed and found us the perfect house. Along the way, Miguel provided
us with a great insight into the real estate market as well as all the resources to
make the whole experience less stressful. Thanks to his negotiation skills we
saved more money that we expected. We will undoubtedly refer Miguel to anyone
who needs to buy or sell a home.
Thank you, Miguel.
- Agata and Eliezer, Orangeville, (416) 569-1719

Sold in 5 Days Only!
It has been a pleasure to work with Miguel in this journey of selling our apartment
and buying a new house. He was referred to us for a friend who was very happy
with his services.
Miguel is punctual, committed, professional and willing to go the extra mile to
satisfy his clients. We sold our apartment in 5 days and bought a new house 24
hours after it came on the market for sale!
When we were selling our apartment, he gave us few recommendations on how
to stage it for sale…. We followed his recommendations to the dot.
When we saw our dream house in the mls website, we called Miguel; he showed
to us the house, put an offer right away and we got the house in hours.
It was a wise decision choosing Miguel to represent us as our family realtor for
life.
Thank you Miguel for make it happen – Osmani and Giselle (416-931-7183)
Innisfil

We will recommend Miguel to anyone I
know is in the market for buying a Home
In the time we worked together, Miguel patiently took us to see every home that
caught our eye. He was polite, professional, attentive and always on time.
Miguel made finding and purchasing a home an easy and comfortable process.
He was patient, continuously reminding us that he wouldn’t be happy until we
were. I never felt any pressure to commit and since he shared our vision, we both
knew when we found the right place. His dedication to find us what we were
looking for put me in my first home, which we couldn’t be happier with."
We just wanted to say thanks for helping us. Your professionalism and courteous
ways would more than make me recommend you to anyone I know is in the
market for buying a home. And if we ever decide to sell, we will most definitely
use you again as our agents. Keep up the good work!”
Jaqueline and Abdel, Toronto (647-881-0622)

His services are exceptional
I met Miguel when he was selling my neighbor’s house. I saw him several times
and my neighbors were very happy with his services and professionalism. He sold
their house very fast and for more money that I was expecting for.
Miguel kept in contact with me for the following 3 years, answering my questions
about the market and for me was a surprise that he was always available; so
when I decided to sell my house I called him and he came and used his magic to
sell my house in record time for top dollar. His services are exceptional and I will
use him again and refer him to all my friend and relatives.
Thanks Miguel
Alex and Katia, Toronto

.

Miguel = The Best Real Estate Agent in the GTA
Working with Miguel has been an experience we will never forget. Miguel was
always professional, honest and helpful when providing information and feedback
about various properties. He consistently worked around the clock including late
hours to provide us with new listings and updates on available properties. His
personality alone brought much enjoyment in our search for a new home including
his charisma, friendliness and humor which made us feel quite at ease. Although
our search entailed many changes in terms of what we were looking for, Miguel
was always supportive and agreeable to help. We can truly say that Miguel is the
best real estate agent we have ever worked with and we highly recommend him
to anyone who is looking to buy or sell a property.
Thank you Miguel for helping us find our new beautiful home!
- Kelly and Nav, Mississauga, (647) 801 9491

Finally, we have a Family Realtor
We had sold and bought houses before so for me all the agents were the same.
At the time to sell my house in Aurora I decided to interview 4 to 5 agents. Then a
friend of mine referred Miguel and so I included him in the list of interviews. I was
really impressed with his presentation and the marketing strategy to use to sell my
house. He was not the one with the lowest commission but I thought it was worthy
and I don’t regret it. After I saw everything he did to sell my house I am sure that
my house which was sold in less than a week, $13,500 over asking price; could
not sell for more. He is an expert at negotiating and an honest person (what is
hard to find). We were very happy with Miguel and next time I will not waste time
searching for an agent but instead I will call Miguel again…… Finally, we have a
Family Realtor….
Alfredo and Milayda, Barrie

It is really hard to find a Realtor like Miguel.
We bought our house in 2010 with Miguel and we were extremely satisfied with
his services. Usually agents forget about you after you buy or sell; but he kept in
touch for 4 years and he was there for all of our questions. When we decided to
sell we called Miguel again and he showed us what he does to sell a house and
definitely it was way more than the other agents had offered. We put our house in
the market and it was sold in 5 days, even sooner than my neighbour’s house
which was listed before, and for $7,500 dollars more than the listing price. We
have recommended Miguel to my friends and family and all of them are more than
happy with his services. He always answers our phone calls and or returns them
right away and he likes to explain everything with honesty and professionalism.
It is really hard to find a Realtor like Miguel.
George and Lisbeth, Toronto

Miguel has amazing negotiation skills
As first time home buyers, my wife and I had a great experience with Miguel. At
our first meeting, he explained very clearly of how to rate a unit, which we
followed and used as a tool when searching for a home. In lesser words, it was
based on rating a unit on how we liked it, on a 1 - 10 scale. Within a few hours of
looking at condo units, we had our unit, a perfect "10 out of 10" and the amazing
part is that within 24 hours, and Miguel using his negotiating skills, we had our
perfect home at the price we wanted. After the deal was closed, Miguel kept in
contact with us and helped us with any issues we needed. We highly recommend
Miguel and his help throughout the process is greatly appreciated.
Maritza and Darryl, Toronto

We met a great Advisor who is Realtor.
Professionalism, knowledge, honesty and patience are some of the qualities that
we found in Miguel. As first time buyers we had tons pf questions and many
things to learn and Miguel answered all our questions and explained us
everything we needed. We not only found the home that we wanted in a short but
very intensive hunting but also received professional advice all over the way and
all the connections of other professional that we needed were referred to us by
Miguel.
Miguel has everything to satisfy anyone in the Real Estate World, that is why we
recommend him to every person e know. Thanks Miguel
Jorge and Annette, Toronto

WE GOT IT!
This year we were finally ready to buy our first home. We spoke to two friends of
ours about the project and they both recommended Miguel to us and they spoke
so highly about him that we decided to give him a try.
We met, he made a very useful presentation of the Buying process and the house
hunting began.
When we told him what we wanted he said “ That house you want can only be
found in Barrie”. After a good laugh, we asked him to find us a similar house but
near Toronto. We decided Scarborough was the best alternative.
We saw a few houses and when we saw this particular one, we told him we wish
we could buy this one... and guess what, in spite of having more offers, we got it!,
We are very thankful to Miguel. He is professional, positive, easy going,
humorous, patient and has excellent negotiation skills that made us win the house
against higher offers. He and his team made everything very easy for us and in a
matter of weeks the deal was closed.
Thank you Miguel for your great services and friendship.
Lazara and Bladimir. Toronto

Miguel saved us
When we met Miguel we were really desperate.
We had hired another Realtor that we found online to sell our house and buy a
new one. It was a huge mistake that we did not do any research on this realtor.
She convinced us to sell first, her service was really poor, we definitely lost money
on the sale and after that she forgot about us and we had no place to go and the
closing date was getting closer.
And that is when we found Miguel after a better research. His credentials were
amazing and we liked to read his testimonials. He was very sensitive about our
situation, he really took care of us helping to find a house that we like, in the area
that we were looking for, fighting in multiple offers and winning a home right on
time.
We will never forget what you did for us, thanks Miguel
Ria and Lawrence, Brampton It is hard to find an Honest Realtor like Miguel

We consider Miguel one of the best Realtors
to work with.
We are really grateful for meeting such a fantastic person as Miguel.
Miguel was really helpful with the purchase of our home! He was always available
to assist us and provide useful and realistic feedback during the entire process.
We would recommend him to anyone in search of a Real Estate Agent, as we
consider him one of the best to work with. Through this process, we now consider
Miguel as part of our growing family!
- Thank you to Miguel and the entire team for making our purchase a success!"
Nana and Stephan, Brampton

We will recommend Miguel as your best
choice for a Real Estate Agent
My husband and I were extremely pleased with Miguel's advice and expertise
when we decided to purchase our first home. We were referred to Miguel through
a friend and as a first time buyers we had millions of doubts and questions. He
took the time to listen and understand what we were looking for. Miguel
addressed all of our concerns and efficiently guided us through the buying
process. We appreciate his patience when we constantly changed our mind
regarding to want we wanted. Miguel’s wise guidance led as to take the right
decision. We are glad we met him and recommend him as your real estate agent.
Ricardo & Patricia, Innisfil, ON

